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Statistics of Marine Accident

 JTSB handles all marine accidents in Japan.
 The number of marine accidents is declining, about 800

per year.
 By type of marine accident, collisions are the most

common.
 This year's data up to the end of March shows the same

trend, although the number is small.
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Case of Marine Accident

Accident type : Collision (3 Container Ships)
Date and time : 23:27, March 21, 2019 (local time, UTC+9)
Location : approximately 35°25.4’ N, 139°43.0’E
Anchorage YL4, Yokohama Section 5, Keihin Port
The weather was clear and 
Visibility was 20.0 km.
Wind SW 6.6m/s,  Low Tide.
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Related Vessels

Vessel A : Container Ship APL GUAM
Gross tonnage : 13,764 tons
205 TEU (1,078 TEU fully loaded)
L×B×D : 154.0m×25.0m×13.6m
Year of construction : 2001
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Vessel B : Container Ship MARCLIFF
Gross tonnage : 9,610 tons
496 TEU (1,049 TEU fully loaded)
L×B×D: 142.7m×22.6m×11.2m
Year of construction : 2007

Vessel C : Container Ship HANSA STEINBURG
Gross tonnage : 18,252 tons
1,036 TEU (1,7409 TEU fully loaded)
L×B×D :175.0m×27.0m×14.3m
Year of construction: 2010



Summary of the Accident

 At around 23:27 on March 21, 2019, as the container ship
Vessel A was proceeding north toward her planned
anchorage within Anchorage YL4 of Yokohama Section,
under the pilotage of a pilot, and while the container ship
Vessel B, with a master was proceeding south-southeast,
Aichi Prefecture, both vessels collided in Anchorage YL4.

 Vessel B subsequently collided with the anchored
container ship Vessel C.

 Vessel A sustained dents and other damage with a hole to
her bow’s plating shell, Vessel B sustained dents and other
damage to her bow’s plating shell and starboard side
bow’s plating shell, and Vessel C sustained dents and
other damage with a hole to her starboard bow’s plating
shell. However, there were no casualties on any of the
vessels involved.
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Damage to Vessels

Vessel A sustained dents
and abrasions with a hole
in her bow’s plating shell.
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Vessel B sustained dents and
abrasions in her bow’s plating shell
and starboard side bow’s plating shell.

Vessel C sustained
dents and abrasions with
a hole in her starboard
side bow’s plating shell.

Damage seen from the interior



Information on Voice Communication, etc. from VDR
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Time Voice Communication, etc.
23:18:00 Crew member at Vessel A’s bow: Working lights up forward?

Master of Vessel A:Yeah, comin’ up.

23:22:03 Pilot: 000°

Master of Vessel A: 000°.

Quartermaster of Vessel A: 000°.
23:24:48 Pilot: One long blast.

Whistle: One long blast
23:25:01 Pilot: Hard starboard.

Quartermaster of Vessel A: Hard starboard.
23:25:25 Pilot: Slow ahead.

Master of Vessel A: Slow ahead.

Navigation officer of Vessel A: Slow ahead.
23:25:41 Master of Vessel A: What are they doing?
23:25:48 Pilot: [Unintelligible]One long blast.

Whistle: Six short blasts
23:26:15 Whistle: Nine short blasts
23:26:23 Master of Vessel A: Stop engine.

Navigation officer of Vessel A: Stop engine.
23:26:32 Master of Vessel A: Full astern.

Navigation officer of Vessel A: Full astern.

Whistles of Vessel B and Vessel C: Nine short blasts,

continuous blast
23:26:56 Master of Vessel A: What’s up...

Pilot: Hey! Oy…oy.
23:27:06 (Sound of collision)

Time Voice Communication, etc.
23:18:01 Master of Vessel B: 125°.

Quartermaster of Vessel B: 125°.
23:22:37 Master of Vessel B: 155°.

Quartermaster of Vessel B: 155°.
23:24:56 Vessel A’s whistle: One long blast
23:25:49 Vessel A’s whistle: Six short blasts
23:26:08 Master of Vessel B: 145°.

Quartermaster of Vessel B: 145°.
23:26:15 Vessel A’s whistle: Nine short blasts

Navigation officer of Vessel B: [Unintelligible] Shall we set

astern?

Master of Vessel B: [Unintelligible] Ahead.
23:26:32 Whistles of Vessel B and Vessel C: Nine short blasts,

continuous blast

Master of Vessel B: [Unintelligible]: Slow ahead.
23:26:35 Master of Vessel B: [Unintelligible]: Hard port.
23:26:37 Master of Vessel B: Steady.

Navigation officer of Vessel B: Steady.
23:26:45 Master of Vessel B: Half astern.
23:27:06 (Sound of collision)
23:27:20 Master of Vessel B: Full astern.

Navigation officer of Vessel B: Full astern.
23:27:26 Master of Vessel B: Full astern.

Navigation officer of Vessel B: Full astern.
23:27:34 (Sound of collision)

Vessel A Vessel B 
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Navigation Routes (enlarged) from AIS
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Vessel A  Conditions of Lookout and Ship Maneuvering

1. It is probable that, at around 23:23, Master A and Pilot A observed Vessel B
turn to starboard, but because Vessel A was proceeding north while staying
close to Vessel C’s side, they predicted that Vessel B would turn to starboard
again and pass Vessel A port-to-port rather than navigate in the narrow sea
area between Vessel A and Vessel C, and therefore they continued at the
same course and speed with the intention of passing Vessel B port-to-port.

2. It is highly probable that, although Master A and Pilot A expected Vessel B to
make a starboard turn, they blew one long blast of the whistle to alert Vessel B,
which was navigating toward Vessel A without turning to starboard.

3. It is probable that, although Master A and Pilot A recognized that the situation
was hazardous, they thought they could pass Vessel B port-to-port if Vessel B
again turned to starboard after hearing Vessel A’s whistle.

4. It is highly probable that, at around 23:25, Pilot A observed that Vessel B was
continuing to approach Vessel A without changing course, ordered a hard
starboard, and then ordered the whistle sounded, and that Master A blew one
long blast of the whistle and a light signal linked with the whistle blasts.

5. It is highly probable that, at around 23:26, Master A sensed the danger of a
collision with Vessel B and ordered Navigation Officer A to stop the engine and
then set it to full astern.

6. It is probable that, at the time of the accident, Pilot A predicted that Vessel B
would turn to starboard and pass port-to-port and did not feel any need to
communicate by VHF. 11



Vessel B  Conditions of Lookout and Ship Maneuvering
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1. It is probable that Master B observed Vessel A’s work lights after leaving the
Yokohama Passage but, because he did not see any side lights, he
understood Vessel A to be an anchored vessel but later learned that Vessel A
was navigating at slow speed when he checked the Electronic Chart Display
and Information System (ECDIS).

2. It is probable that Master B decided to navigate between the anchored Vessel
C and Vessel D in order to avoid approaching two vessels that were
proceeding southwest off of Vessel B’s port bow, and at around 23:23 Vessel B
turned to starboard toward the sea area west of Nakanose in Tokyo Bay.

3. It is probable that Master B predicted that Vessel B would pass Vessel A
starboard-to-starboard at a distance of 0.2 to 0.3 M if Vessel A maintained her
course and speed and would also pass the anchored Vessel C at a distance of
0.2 to 0.3 M, and therefore he continued navigating at the same course and
speed with the intention of passing Vessel A starboard-to-starboard.

4. It is probable that Master B sensed the danger of collision with Vessel A at
around 23:26, when Vessel A made a suddeninitiated turn to starboard, and he
sounded the whistle as a warning and also ordered half astern.

5. It is probable that, at the time of the accident, Master B predicted that Vessel B
would safely pass Vessel A starboard-to-starboard and did not feel that
communication by VHF was warranted.
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Perception of the 
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Awareness of 
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 How to analyze when the risk of collision increases and where
they made a mistake?

 Conventionally, analysis has been performed from subjective
data obtained in interviews after the accident etc.

 Obtaining quantitative collision risk using objective data such
as AIS and VDC is effective for cognitive behavioral collision
analysis.

 JTSB is introducing five evaluation indicators, OZT, CJ, SJ,
CR and BC, into collision analysis with the cooperation of
National Maritime Research Institute.

Cognitive Behavioral Process during Collision Avoidance



Evaluation Index from the Collision Point and Collision Course

1) OZT（Obstacle Zone by Target）
OZT indicates the area likely to be
obstructed by another vessel
(target ship) in the near future.
Specifically, it refers to a water
area where one's own ship and
target ship can approach within the
minimum safe navigating distance
(a distance from the hull’s center of
within 0.1 M is set in this accident
investigation) in the future under
the condition that the course and
speed of the target ship are
constant at a certain time. Since it
is assumed that the course of own
ship is variable, the own OZT by
the target ship will be present only
on the course of the target ship.
Similarly, the target ship’s OZT by
the own ship will be present only
on the course of own ship.
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Evaluation Index from the Risk of Collision between Two Ships

2) CJ (Collision Judgement)
CJ is an indicator expressing the collision risk
level of two vessels in a one-on-one relationship.
It is calculated from the relative distance to
another vessel, its rate of change, and the relative
orientation and its rate of change. The risk level
increases as the other vessel approaches.
3) SJ (Subject Judgement)
SJ means the evaluation of the subjective collision
risk level between two vessels from a general
operator’s point of view, such risk level being
changed depending on the combination of the
distance from one vessel to another and the rate
of change of the relative orientation.
4) CR (Collision Risk)
CR means an evaluation of collision risk level in
consideration of vessel characteristics such as
maneuverability using the time to closest point of
approach and the distance of closest point of
approach determined from the relative position
and relative speed between two vessels. 15
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Evaluation Index of Freedom in Maneuvering

5) BC (Blocking Coefficient)
BC is an indicator showing the
degree to which a vessel is
blocked by vessels present in the
vicinity when the vessel is giving
way by changing speed and
course. It is based on the risk
level of collision with other
vessels present in the vicinity,
multiplied by a weighting factor
that express preference for
changing course and speed as a
means of giving way (desirable
for vessel’s maneuvering).

Avoidance area

Target ship A

Own ship

Target ship B

A course that 
allows navigation 
without invading 
the avoidance 
area of other 

vessels

Possible means of 
maneuvering (evacuation)
Focusing on the current 
course speed
Course: ± 60 degrees
Speed: ± 0 to 120%

Avoidance area
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Assessment of Collision Avoidance using OZT

 The time of occurrence of OZT in
Vessel A and Vessel B was at
around 23:23 for both vessels,
and the situation was in a
dangerous condition whereby the
distance between the two vessels
would be 0.1 M or less within five
minutes (set as the minimum safe
navigating distance in this
accident investigation).

 The OZT of Vessel A occurred in
the sea area on the starboard
side of Vessel A’s course while
the OZT of Vessel B occurred in
the sea area on Vessel B’s
course from around 23:23 to just
before the collision.
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Assessment of the Dangerous Condition between Vessel A and B 
using CJ, SJ, and CR

 The CJ values evaluated for Vessel
A and Vessel B with respect to each
other begin to rise for both vessels
from around 23:23. Vessel A’s CJ
value moves from negative to
positive, indicating danger, from
around 23:24, while Vessel B’s CJ
value does the same after 23:24.
Those values subsequently continue
to rise and then rise sharply from
around 23:26.

 The SJ values of Vessel A and
Vessel B move from positive to
negative, indicating danger, at
around 23:24. After 23:24, Vessel A
shows an SJ value of -2 and Vessel
B shows an SJ value exceeding -2.

 The CR values of Vessel A and
Vessel B rise from around 23:22 and
reach the maximum value after
23:25
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Assessment of Maneuvering Freedom using BC

 The BC values that were evaluated with consideration for Vessel A, Vessel B,
and nearby anchored vessels are somewhat larger than BC values that do
not consider the anchored vessels from 23:23 and rise rapidly after that time.
Vessel A’s values approach their highest points at around 23:24 and Vessel
B’s values reach their highest points at around 23:26.
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Sequence of Events relating to the Quantitative Assessment of Lookout and 
Ship Maneuvering Conditions as well as Level of Collision Risk

Vessel A Vessel B

Master A and Pilot A predict that 
Vessel B, which turned to starboard, 
will turn to starboard again and pass 
Vessel A port-to-port.

23:23

23:24

23:25

23:26

Master B decides to navigate between 
the anchored Vessel C and Vessel D and 
turns to starboard.

Master B predicts he can safely 
pass Vessel A starboard-to-
starboard.

ＢＣ ＢＣＣＪ ＳＪ ＣＪＣＲ ＣＲ ＳＪ

BC value rises rapidly

・ ・CJ values rise 
rapidly

Negative
SJ values

・ Highest
CR

values
・

・

The CJ, CR, 
and BC values 

of both 
vessels rise

Sights Vessel A’s 
navigation lights.

Vessel A and Vessel B collide

23:24:48 Sound one prolonged blast 
on the whistle.

23:25:01 Hard to starboard.
23:25:25 Slow ahead.

23:25:48 Sound a warning on the whistle.

23:26:23 Stop engine.

23:26:32 Full astern.

Green: Master A’s voice

Blue: Pilot A’s voice Red: Master B’s voice

23:26:08 Set course to 145°.

23:26:32 Slow ahead.

23:26:45 Half astern.

Sounds whistle

Continues 
proceeding SSE

Vessel B approaches without 
changing course.

23:23

23:24

23:25

23:26

23:27 23:27

23:23

23:24

23:25

23:26

23:27

Although Master A and Pilot A under-
stand the situation is hazardous, they 
think they can pass Vessel B port-to-port.

・

O
ZT occurs after 23:23

O
ZT occurs after 23:23

Highest BC 
value

Continues 
proceeding N
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Analysis of Lookout and Ship Maneuvering using the Qualitative 
Assessment of Level of Collision Risk Vessel A

 After 23:23, it is probable that Vessel A was in a continuing state in which her
freedom of maneuverability decreased and that Vessel A was in a situation in
which altering course to starboard was restricted.

 It is probable that, in a state in which Vessel A’s freedom of maneuverability
decreased and the danger of collision with Vessel B was rising, Master A and
Pilot A predicted that Vessel B, which had turned to starboard, would turn to
starboard again and pass Vessel A port-to-port rather than navigate in the
narrow sea area between Vessel A and Vessel C, and therefore they continued
at the same course and speed with the intention of passing Vessel B port-to-
port.

 Master A and Pilot A recognized the danger of collision with Vessel B, which
was navigating toward Vessel A without turning to starboard, blew one long
blast of the whistle to alert Vessel B, and thought that they could pass Vessel B
port-to-port if Vessel B again turned to starboard after hearing the whistle.

 After 23:23, Vessel A could have prevented the accident by taking such
measures as promptly reducing speed, without expecting Vessel B to make a
starboard turn.
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Analysis of Lookout and Ship Maneuvering using the Qualitative 
Assessment of Level of Collision Risk Vessel B

 Given that an OZT by Vessel A occurred in the sea area on Vessel B’s course
at around 23:23, it is probable that Vessel B needed to avoid that sea area.

 it is probable that, in a state in which Vessel B’s freedom of maneuverability
decreased and the danger of collision with Vessel A was rising, Master B
predicted that Vessel B would safely pass Vessel A starboard-to-starboard if
Vessel A maintained her course and speed, and therefore he continued at the
same course and speed with the intention of passing Vessel A starboard-to-
starboard.

 It is probable that, within a confined anchorage with the presence of anchored
vessels present, in a situation in which sea area available for giving way was
restricted by anchored vessels and staying on the present course was likewise
restricted by Vessel A, and as freedom of maneuverability decreased and the
danger of collision increased after 23:23, Vessel B could have prevented the
accident by taking such measures as promptly reducing speed, without
attempting to navigate near Vessel A’s bow.
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Probable Causes

 It is probable that the accident occurred when, as Vessel A was proceeding
north and Vessel B was proceeding south-southeast at night within an
anchorage of the Keihin Port Yokohama 5th District that had become confined
with the presence of anchored vessels, and under conditions in which the
courses of Vessel A and Vessel B intersected between the anchored Vessel C
and Vessel D and the danger of collision was rising, Vessel A and Vessel B
collided and then Vessel B turned to port and proceeded southeast with
headway and collided with Vessel C because both vessels maintained course
and speed until they approached each other, as Master A and Pilot A predicted
that Vessel B would turn to starboard and pass port-to-port and Master B
predicted that Vessel A would maintain course and speed and pass safely
starboard-to-starboard.

 Additionally, it is probable that, under conditions in which the course of each
vessel intersected the course of the other and the danger of collision was rising,
Vessel A and Vessel B could have taken measures to avoid a collision, such as
confirming each other’s maneuvering intentions and promptly reducing speed,
by communicating early by VHF, and therefore it is probable that both vessels’
continued navigation without communicating by VHF contributed to the
accident’s occurrence.
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Safety Actions

 Whenever possible, large vessels avoid situations in which
they approach other vessels on intersecting courses in
anchorages that have become confined with the presence
of anchored vessels.

 When they see another vessel approaching, masters and
pilots immediately confirm maneuvering intentions with the
other vessel by actively and appropriately engaging in VHF
communication, rather than making decisions based on
assumptions about the other vessel’s movements.

 Masters and pilots consider the circumstances of nearby
navigating vessels and anchored vessels, make judgments
on whether the possibility that other vessels may come
extremely close or the risk of collision with the other
vessels exists, and, when they judge that such a possibility
or risk exists, take measures to avoid collision by promptly
reducing speed, etc., while sufficient time is available. 24
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